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VARIANTA A 

Partea I: CITIT 

 

Choose the correct answer a, b, c or d. 

 

Greenhouse gases and their deadly effects 

For ages, people have burnt coal, oil and gas and this has produced carbon dioxide, methane and 

nitrous oxide. The „greenhouse gases‟ have stopped the heat of the sun from leaving the earth‟s 

upper atmosphere leading in time to many shocking changes of life on earth. For example, 

scientists found that half of the 24 species of butterfly they‟ve studied in Australia would soon 

become extinct. 60% of the species in the Kruger National Park in South Africa would also die 

out, and more than 100 of the 300 South African plant species would also become extinct. One 

of the plants in danger of extinction is the national flower of South Africa, the King Protea.  

 

1. What substances produce „greenhouse gases‟ when burnt?  

a) Wood and coal. 

b) Plastic, oil and coal.  

c) Oil and coal. 

d) Coal, oil and gas. 

 

2. How many species of butterfly would become extinct? 

a) 24 

b) 12 

c) 60 

d) 30 

 

3. Which is the percentage of South African plant species that would also become extinct? 

a) 30% 

b) 45% 

c) 33% 

d) 37% 

 

 

B. Partea a II-a: ELEMENTE DE GRAMATICĂ, VOCABULAR ȘI  

STRUCTURI SCRISE 

 

 

Choose the correct answer a, b, c or d: 

 

4. Although the baby was born with a severe _______ of the lung, the doctor said she would live. 

a) deformation     b) malformation  c) performation d) reformation   

 

5. How can you be so _____ to the feelings of this poor widow? 

a) insencitive     b) senseless     c) non-sense  d) insensitive  

 

6. __________ early in the morning? 

a) Does he get up  b) Does he up   c) Gets he up  d) Get he up 

 



7. If I __________________ I will give her the message.  

a) will see her  b) see her   c) have seen her d) saw her 

 

8. What ________________ tomorrow evening?  

a) are you do     c) you doing 

b) will you be do     d) will you be doing  

 

9. Which of the following is an email ending? 

a) Thanks again for the gift, and give my regards to your family. 

b) I‟ve just read your email. I‟m sorry to hear about what happened. 

c) Sorry I can‟t make it to your birthday party, as I am away that day. 

d) I‟ve just heard from Antonio about the Paris contract. It‟s fantastic news. 

 



VARIANTA B 

Partea I: CITIT 

 

Choose the correct answer a, b, c or d: 

 

Canada 

The roots of Canadian English can be found in the events which followed the American 

Revolution of 1776. Those who had supported Britain found themselves unable to stay in the 

new United States, and most went into exile in the Ontario region of Canada. From there they 

spread to all parts of the country. They were soon followed by many thousands who were 

attracted by the cheapness of land. Within fifty years, the population of Upper Canada (above 

Montreal) had reached 100,000 - mainly people from the United States.  

 

1. Where in Canada did the first immigrants go?  

a) In Quebec. 

b) In the Ontario region. 

c) In Montreal. 

d) In Upper Canada. 

 

2. Why did some English people have to escape to Canada immediately after the American 

Revolution? 

a) Because they had supported Britain. 

b) Because they liked Canada.  

c) Because they had no other place to go. 

d) Because they went into exile. 

 

3. Why did people go to Canada after the first immigrants?  

a) They had to go into exile.  

b) They thought of a better future. 

c) They followed their families. 

d) They found cheap land. 

 

 

B. Partea a II-a: ELEMENTE DE GRAMATICĂ, VOCABULAR ȘI  

STRUCTURI SCRISE 

 

 

Choose the correct answer a, b, c or d: 

 

4. “I always like to see foreign films with __________ so I can hear the voices of the actors, 

even if I don‟t understand them”.  

a) subtitles  b) headlines  c) titles   d) credits 

 

5. The plane flew __________ the castle.  

a) south    b) under  c) beneath  d) over 

 

6. “Are you taller than Peter?”  

“No. But I‟m __________. “ 

a) almost as tall    b) almost tallest  c) taller  d) as taller 

 

7. The burglar __________ so quietly that no one __________ anything. 

a) has been moving, did hear   c) didn‟t move, hears  

b) moved, heard     d) moves, heard 

 



8. Are Jim and Ann in love? They __________ into each other‟s eyes all evening. 

a) are looking  b) looking   c) ‟ve been looking  d) look 

 

9. When writing a personal informal letter, the best introductory sentence would be: 

a) I hope to hear from you soon. 

b) I am sorry it has taken me so long to reply.   

c) Looking forward to seeing you. 

d) Best regards. 

 

 



VARIANTA C 

Partea I: CITIT 

 

Choose the correct answer a, b, c or d: 

 

Science and technology in schools 

Science is no longer presented as Physics, Chemistry and Biology to be learnt parrot fashion, but 

as a practical discipline requiring communication skills and the application of knowledge and 

understanding. They learn to communicate, whether working alone or contributing to a group 

effort. They learn research skills such as the use of reference materials. They practice gathering 

and organizing information from different sources.  

Technology, which was previously encountered as an option at Secondary School and often 

limited to Technical Drawing, is now compulsory for pupils aged between five and sixteen. As in 

Science, the new approach is based on practice. Pupils are encouraged to identify opportunities 

for design and technological activities and to express them verbally.  

 

1. How is science regarded nowadays?  

a) as a way of communicating 

b) as a fashion 

c) as a practical discipline 

d) as a technological issue 

 

2. What do students learn through scientific subjects?  

a) how to communicate  

b) how to learn parrot fashion 

c) how to translate 

d) how to speak in front of an audience 

 

3. When is technology compulsory in a child‟s education? 

a) at Secondary School 

b) from the age of five to sixteen 

c) at Primary School 

d) never 

 

 

B. Partea a II-a: ELEMENTE DE GRAMATICĂ, VOCABULAR ȘI  

STRUCTURI SCRISE 

 

 

Choose the correct answer a, b, c or d: 

 

4. You don‟t need your hat. ___________! 

a) put it off  b) raise it  c) drop it  d) take it off  

 

5. The firemen‟s uniforms are made of _________ material. 

a) disflammable       c) non-flammable   

b) misflammable     d) unflammable   

 

6. How many plays __________ Shakespeare __________? 

a) did, write                           c) has, written    

b) had, written               d) had been, written 

 

 

 



7. _________ the problem, I would have let you know for sure.  

a) If I knew     c) If I would know   

b) Had I know     d) Had I known 

 

8. She is used ________ late at weekends. 

a) to wake up     c) to waking up 

b) waking up     d) wake up 

 

9. The best sentence that fits correctly in the following text is:  

  

 Dear Linda,  

 Would you like to meet us all tomorrow at Diana‟s birthday party? 

 If you can manage, I will be able to _________ because we still have some things to

 prepare and the party starts later in the evening. 

 You can‟t miss it, by the way. Great surprises are expected.  

 Love, Susan. 

 

a) leave you at 7 pm     b) go back at 7 pm 

c) take you to the airport      d) come and pick you up at 7 pm 
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 VARIANTA A VARIANTA B VARIANTA C 

1. D B C 

2. B A A 

3. C D B 

4. B A D 

5. D D C 

6. A A A 

7. B B D 

8. D C C 

9. A B D 

 

 

 

 

 


